and others [3] have observed that monadic quantifiers cannot count the number of classes of an equivalence relation. This implies the existence of a binary quantifier which is not definable by monadic quantifiers. The purpose of this paper is to show that binary quantifiers cannot count the dimension of a vector space. Thus we have an example of a ternary quantifier which is not definable by binary quantifiers.
consisting of symbols +, j_, J3 for the vector operations, a constant symbol c_ for each c e K, and symbols for the field operations. The linear type of an ft-tuple ai, . . ., a n of elements of V is the set of linear equations c x x x + . . . + c n x n = 0 satisfied by α l5 . . ., a n (c l9 . . ., c n e K).
Main Lemma
Let Ψ and Ύ' be two vector spaces over K of dimensions d and d' respectively. Let a u . . ., a n be an n-tuple from "If and a u . . ., a n an n-tuple from I/ 1 of the same linear type. Suppose
Then there is a bijectίon f: V -> If 1 such that (x, y, a u . . ., a n ) has the same linear type in 1/ as {fx, fy, a\, . . .,a n ) in Ύ\ whatever x, y e V.
Proof: Let H be the subspace of If generated by a lf . . ., a n and H' the respective subspace of ^'. Let G be a subspace of Ψ such that Ύ -H® G and G' a similar subspace of V'. Note that G and G' have dimensions of at least 2, since d, d' > n + 2. Let W be a maximal subset of G with respect to the property x Φ y &LX, ye W =>{χ, y\ free.
Then every vector in G has the representation λw for unique λ e K and w e W. Let W' be defined similarly in G'.
From d<\K\ it follows that I V\ = \K\ (recall that K is infinite). Similarly l#l = \G\ = 1^:1. Clearly |R/| >lAΊ.Thus \W\ = I ATI. By symmetry, \W'\ = \W\. Now we shall define the mapping /. We let / be the identity on K. Let / map W one-one onto W'. As a and α' have the same linear type, we have
(H, a) s (H' t a')
and we can let / map H isomorphically onto H' such that f(a{) = a\ (i = 1,. . ., n). 
Equivalence of vector spaces
We show that the dimension of vector spaces cannot be distinguished in certain logics.
Let Q be a binary quantifier, that is, a quantifier of type Let JLoo ω (Bin) be the extension of «Zoo ω by all binary generalized quantifiers. To prove the claimed equivalence of φ(z) and φ*(z), let Ίf' be a vector space over K of dimension >α. For a start, suppose Ίf' satisfies φ(a') where ~a' is an m-tuple from Ίf'. As it turns out in a while, we may assume the 2' are all from V (and not from K). Let T e £Γ be the linear type of α\ Thus Ίf' satisfies P τ (a'). By definition, π κ (φ(z), T) is true (take Ίf = Ίf' in (**)). Therefore 0*(2') holds in Ίf'. For the converse, suppose Ίf' satisfies φ*(α'). There are a Γe *5~, and an m-tuple 5 as in (**). Now Ίf satisfies φ(a) and ~a and 5' have the same linear type T. Let /: Ίf -* ^' be as in the Main Lemma. If there happened to be elements of K in α', /would be fixed on them, so they would cause no trouble. By the conclusion of the Main Lemma, the sequences (x, y, a) and (fx> fy> 2') nave the same linear type whatever x t y e V. This implies
Elimination Lemma Suppose φ(x) is in £oo ω (Bin) and a is a cardinal exceeding the number of free variables in any sub formula ofφ(x). Then there is a quantifier free

V |= φάx, y, a) +-> Ύ' 1= φt(βc, fy, a')
for all / = 1, . . ., m and x, y e V. By the closure of Q under isomorphisms, we get
Ίf tφ(a)*-+V \=φ(a r ).
We have already observed that φ(a) holds in Ίf. Therefore Ίf* \= φ(a f ) as desired.
Corollary 1 Let φ be a sentence in JLoo ω (Bin) and let a be a cardinal greater than the number of free variables in any subformula of φ. Then either φ is true in all vector spaces over K of dimension d, a + 1 < d < I K\, or true in none.
This result shows that £oo ω {Biή) cannot distinguish two infinitedimensional vector spaces over R, and JL ωω (Bin) cannot distinguish finitedimensional vector spaces over, say, Q from the infinite dimensional one.
Proposition
Suppose This proposition shows that we cannot hope to separate the vector spaces, which were proved to be inseparable by binary quantifiers, by PC-classes of £(Gi) Other examples have to be used if one wants to show the undefinability of ΔC^ίQi)) by binary quantifiers. The same applies to such extensions of Z(βi) as £ Pos and £(aa). Thus we have:
Corollary 2
We can replace Zoo ω (Bin) in Corollary 1 by A(Z(Qi)), Δ(£ Pos ) and Δ(-£(αα)).
Logics which can separate vector spaces
The most straightforward example of a logic capable of distinguishing infinite dimensional vector spaces from finite dimensional ones is £ ωχω '. consider the sentence 
Corollary 3 Z^Jβi) ^ jL*>Jβiή).
We shall now introduce a ternary quantifier Q which is not definable in £oo ω (Biri) . For a ternary predicate /)(*,.)>, z), constants c o ,c l9 and a unary predicate B(x) consider the formulas: 
Proposition
The class of countable dimensional vector spaces is definable in Z(Q).
Corollary 4
JL(Q) iC JL00 ω (Bin) , that is, there is a ternary quantifier which is not definable using binary quantifiers.
